Make Your Williamsburg Wedding
Transportation Wish List!
The guests are in place, your attendants are waiting, there is
music, flowers, and…where’s the bride? How have you pictured
your arrival on your most special of days? Dramatic?
Understated? Traditional? Fun loving and lighthearted? No matter
how you decide to make your entrance, there are many types
of transportation vendors who will be more than happy to
help you make memories!
Traditional: The most traditional types of wedding transportation
is the limousine. Perfect for transporting the bride, groom and the
entire wedding party, you can choose what level of formality,
style, and cost you prefer. You can consider traditional stretch
limousines, the newest SUV vehicles, classic cars and
super-stretch limousines that can hold up to 14 people… the
latest SUV models can accommodate up to 22! Now, THAT is
making an entrance!
Fairytale: For a real-life Cinderella experience, consider a
horse-drawn carriage. Appearing in an elegant white chariot for
your Williamsburg wedding pulled by stunning horses sets the
tone for a storybook wedding day. There are several types of
carriages you can choose from…velvet-lined Cinderella-style with
appropriately dressed coachmen and footmen, or a traditional
Landau carriage, a simple four-wheeled open carriage.
Dramatic: Think about making your entrance in a big way,
maybe a vintage Rolls Royce? How about on the back of a
beautiful white steed, or sitting in a canoe to make the trip from
the shore to your ceremony? Arriving by air is nothing if not
dramatic, although it may be just a bit over the top when it comes
to expense. The ultimate: arriving in a field near your church or
ceremony site in a small plane, helicopter, or hot air balloon!
The only limit to the choices for wedding transportation is your
imagination! Remember…no matter what type of
transportation you choose for your Williamsburg wedding, the
most important part? Getting to the church on time!
Do you have questions about planning your Williamsburg Wedding? Ask the Wedding Planner! Find
suggestion and answers to your questions about wedding planning, etiquette, budgets, and more from the
experts at Williamsburg Weddings.com!
You can find all this advice and more on WilliamsburgWeddings.com
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